Laryngeal cleft type I in neonate: case report.
Laryngeal cleft (LC) is a congenital malformation that leads to the unusual communication between the esophagus and the laryngotracheal complex. It is a rare disease, mostly prevalent among male individuals. The goal of this study was to describe the evaluation and intervention by the speech language pathologist of a female newborn diagnosed with LC type I, admitted on the University Hospital of Universidade de São Paulo, in her second hospitalization due to small weight gain and pneumonia. She was submitted to a bedside clinical evaluation of the swallowing and the most important occurrence was frequent gagging. The videofluoroscopy swallowing study showed laryngotracheal aspiration level 8 for thin liquid and level 1 for thickened liquid, according to the Penetration-Aspiration Scale. The newborn was submitted to a microlaryngoscopy, in which the presence of LC type I was found. After the diagnosis, the speech language pathologist offered thickened liquid at 6% and, in 8 days, the newborn was discharged with exclusive oral diet without gagging. Eight outpatient consultations were carried out for 11 months, with emphasis on reintroduction of thin liquids. The treatment was discontinued and the patient was put on general diet for the age without modifications. Throughout follow-up, the patient remained asymptomatic and showed no respiratory complications.